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1 Introduction

Conservative extension is an important notion in the theory of formal specification [8].
If we can implement a specification SP, we can implement any conservative extension
of SP as well. Hence, a specification can be shown consistent by starting with a consis-
tent specification and extending it using a number of conservative extension steps. This
is important, because during a formal development, it is desirable to guarantee con-
sistency of specifications as soon as possible. Checks for conservative extensions also
arise in calculi for proofs in structured specifications [12, 9]. Furthermore, consistency
is a special case of conservativity: it is just conservativity over the empty specification.
Moreover, using consistency, also non-consequence can be checked: an axiom does not
follow from a specification if the specification augmented by the negation of the ax-
iom is consistent. Finally, [3] puts forward the idea of simplifying the task of checking
consistency of large theories by decomposing them with the help of an architectural
specification [2]. In order to show that an architectural specification is consistent, it is
necessary to show that a number of extensions are conservative (more precisely, the
specifications of its generic units need to be conservative extensions of their argument
specifications, and those of the non-generic units need to be consistent).

In this paper we present a (sound, but incomplete) algorithm for deciding conserva-
tivity of extensions of specifications in CASL [4] as part of the Heterogeneous Tool Set
(HETS) [10], available at http://hets.dfki.de.

2 Conservative Extensions in CASL

CASL [4] extends many-sorted first-order logic with partial functions and subsorting. It
also provides induction sentences, expressing the (free) generation of datatypes.

CASL signatures consist of a set S of sorts with a subsort relation ≤ between them
together with families {PFw,s}w∈S∗,s∈S of partial functions, {T Fw,s}w∈S∗,s∈S of total
functions and {Pw}w∈S∗ of predicate symbols. Signature morphisms consist of maps
taking sort, function and predicate symbols respectively to a symbol of the same kind
in the target signature, and they must preserve subsorting, typing of function and pred-
icate symbols and totality of function symbols.

For a signature Σ , terms are formed starting with variables from a sorted set X
using applications of function symbols to terms of appropriate sorts, while sentences
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are partial first-order formulas extended with sort generation constraints which are
triples (S′,F ′,σ ′) such that σ ′ : Σ ′→ Σ and S′ and F ′ are respectively sort and function
symbols of Σ ′. Partial first-order formulas are translated along a signature morphism
ϕ : Σ → Σ ′′ by replacing symbols as prescribed by ϕ while sort generation constraints
are translated by composing the morphism σ ′ in their third component with ϕ .

Models interpret sorts as sets such that subsorts are injected into supersorts, par-
tial/total function symbols as partial/total functions and predicate symbols as relations.
Note that sorts are assumed to be interpreted as non-empty sets, unless they are intro-
duced using the keywords esort or etype (for datatypes).

The satisfaction relation is the expected one for partial first-order sentences. A sort
generation constraint (S′,F ′,σ ′) holds in a model M if the carriers of the reduct of M
along σ ′ of the sorts in S′ are generated by function symbols in F ′.

A theory Γ is a pair 〈Σ ,Γ 〉 where Σ is a signature and Γ a set of sentences. A
theory morphism σ : 〈Σ ,Γ 〉−→〈Σ ′,Γ ′〉 is a signature morphism σ : Σ−→Σ ′ such that
the sentences in Γ are mapped by σ to logical consequences of Γ ′. A theory morphism
σ : 〈Σ ,Γ 〉−→〈Σ ′,Γ ′〉 is

– conservative, denoted Cons(σ), if each 〈Σ ,Γ 〉-model has a σ -expansion to a 〈Σ ′,Γ ′〉-
model;

– monomorphic (Mono(σ)), if such an expansion exists uniquely up to isomorphism,
and

– definitional (Def(σ)), if each model has a unique such expansion.

We moreover write DontKnow(σ) and NotCons(σ) when the conservativity of σ

can not be determined or does not hold, respectively. The following implications hold:
Def(σ) =⇒ Mono(σ) =⇒ Cons(σ).

CASL specifications are built starting with basic specifications which are just the-
ories. An extension of specifications is written: SP1 then . . . then SPn, where at each
step i = 2, . . .n, SPi must extend the signature Σi−1 constructed at the previous step to a
correct CASL signature Σi.

3 The Conservativity Checker

Unfortunately already for first-order logic, neither the check for conservative, nor mono-
morphic, nor definitional extension are recursively enumerable, which means that there
cannot be a complete (recursively axiomatized) calculus for them.

Let us consider a specification extension SP1 then SP2. The main idea of the al-
gorithm for checking conservativity of this extension is to separate the definitions of
SP2 into definitions of new sorts and datatypes and definitions of new functions and
predicates. Each of the definitions is then analysed individually, and for each of them
we obtain a consistency status. The possible answers are not conservative (NotCons),
no result has been obtained (DontKnow), conservative (Cons), monomorphic (Mono),
definitional (Def), and they are ordered by their strength as follows:

NotCons < DontKnow < Cons < Mono < Def



The result of the analysis of the conservativity status of the extension is then obtained
as the minimum of the results of the analysis of all its definitions w.r.t. the order given
above. We denote the conservativity calculus for extensions of specifications thus de-
fined by ` SP1 then SP2 �Status.

3.1 Checking conservativity for sorts and datatypes
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Fig. 1. Check for sorts and datatypes

If SP2 contains no definitions of new sorts, then the result of analysis is just Def (the
neutral element w.r.t the minimum operation). Otherwise, if a new sort or subsort has
been declared without a definition, it does not depend on the old symbols and can be
interpreted in any way, thus its status is Cons. If a sort is defined as a subsort of an
existing sort with the help of a predicate Φ (as in t = {x : s.Φ(x)}), then for a given
model M of SP1 the subsort t can be interpreted as any set isomorphic to the subset MΦ .
The result of analysis is thus Mono, provided that t has been declared as a esort or if the
subset can be proven as non-empty. In the latter case a proof obligation is introduced
and if it can not be discharged the status becomes DontKnow. If a sort t is defined
as a free datatype, the status is Mono, provided that t has been declared as a etype or
the specification ensures existence of a term of sort t. If this is not the case, the status
becomes NotCons. This is summarised in Fig. 1.

3.2 Checking conservativity for functions and predicates

Figure 2 shows the decision diagram for operation and predicate symbols. For each such
symbol, all definitions involving the symbol are collected. Definitions are sentences of
the following form



sentence defined symbol type of definition
∀x1 : s1, . . .xm : sm . f (t1, . . . , tn) = t f function definition
∀x1 : s1, . . .xm : sm .¬def f (t1, . . . , tn) f function definition
∀x1 : s1, . . .xm : sm .def f (t1, . . . , tn)⇔ ψ f domain axiom
∀x1 : s1, . . .xm : sm . p(t1, . . . , tn)⇔ ψ p predicate definition

All sentences not associated to sorts are required to have one of these forms (any
exception immediately leads to a DontKnow). So does any sentence which is a defini-
tion of an “old” symbol. The first check for a symbol is that for (syntactic) confluence
(or proof of semantic confluence) of all its definitions. For total functions, we need to
prove termination of the definitions in order to ensure totality. Sufficient completeness
then implies that the function is uniquely defined; otherwise, we only know that the def-
inition has at least one solution. For partial function symbols, the presence of a domain
axiom is checked. If there is more than one, we end with DontKnow. If there is exactly
one, we need to prove that the remaining definitions have a least fixed-point (taken for
the function graphs) whose domain is captured by the domain axiom(s). If this proof
succeeds, we can proceed as for total functions. If there are no domain axioms, we need
to prove termination as well in order to proceed as with total functions. Otherwise, we
still have conservativity.
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Fig. 2. Check for definitions of functions and predicates

The following result has been proved in [6].

Theorem 1 (Soundness). If ` SP1 then SP2 �Status then Status(ι : SP1−→SP2).



4 Examples

As an example, we present a simple but illustrative HETS library of natural numbers and
operations on them. More examples, illustrating all branches of the diagrams, are avail-
able at https://hets.dfki.de/Hets-lib/Conservativity/examples.
het.

spec NAT = %mono
free type Nat ::= 0 | suc(Nat)

spec NAT COMP =
NAT then %def
free
{pred < : Nat × Nat
∀ x, y : Nat
• 0 < suc (x)
• x < y⇒ suc (x) < suc (y)
}

spec POS =
NAT then %mono
sort Pos = {p : Nat • ¬ p = 0}

spec NAT ADD =
NAT then %def
op + : Nat × Nat→ Nat
∀ x, y : Nat
• x + 0 = x
• x + suc (y) = suc(x + y)

spec NAT PRED =
NAT then %def
op pre : Nat→? Nat
∀ x : Nat
• ¬ def (pre(0))
• pre(suc(x)) = x

spec NAT DIFF =
NAT PRED and NAT COMP then %def
op − : Nat × Nat→? Nat
∀ x, y : Nat
• def (x − y)⇔ y < x ∨ y = x
• def (x − 0)⇒ x − 0 = x
• def (x − suc (y))⇒ x − suc (y) = pre(x − y)

HETS analyses the specifications and produces a development graph [9]. Checking
that NAT is monomorphic using HETS is done by right-clicking the node of NAT (its



yellow colour denotes that a conservativity proof obligation has been introduced) and
selecting “Check conservativity”, with the meaning that conservativity is checked over
the empty signature. This also implies that NAT is consistent. HETS provides an inter-
face for checking consistency of a theory directly, using a conservativity checker, by
selecting “Check consistency” in the context menu of the node. This is illustrated in
Fig. 3. In all other cases, the conservativity checker can be invoked by right-clicking
the corresponding link (which is marked with Mono? or Def?) and selecting “Check
conservativity”.

Fig. 3. Checking conservativity with HETS

HETS also uses conservativity to simplify the task of checking consistency of large
theories. A node in a development graph is consistent if it has an incoming path with the
origin in a node that has been proven to be consistent and such that all the morphisms
contained in the path have been proven to be conservative.

We have run our conservativity checker for all the links in the CASL basic libraries
[11]. The results are as follows:

don’t know 790
conservative 455
conditionally conservative 49
monomorphic 25
conditionally monomorphic 11
definitional 322
sum 1652
The conditional variants indicate that some proof obligation has to be shown before

conservativity (or monomorphicity) can be guaranteed.



5 Conclusion and Related Work

We have presented a tool (as part of the Heterogeneous Tool Set HETS) for checking
conservativity of first-order specifications in CASL. In [5] we have shown the upper
ontology DOLCE to be consistent using HETS architectural specifications. This has
involved 38 checks of consistency and conservativity, which all have been done with
the HETS conservativity checker.

A tool with similar scope is the CASL consistency checker (CCC) [7]. However, it
only provides a cumbersome-to-use calculus, whereas our tool uses a decision diagram
giving automated results in most cases (proof obligations are generated only in a few
cases). The CCC also has rules for structured specifications; in HETS these are realised
as so-called development graphs rules [9].

Future work will integrate recent research on SMT solvers, in particular, the “big
engine” approach with a generic base theory [1].
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